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And praised be the Lord for possessing my hand and mind.
And I saw one of his heads as it were wounded to death; and his deadly wound was healed: and all the world wondered after the beast. And they worshiped the dragon which gave power unto the beast -Revelations 13:3

For they are the spirits of devils, working miracles, [which] go forth unto the kings of the earth and of the whole world -Revelations 16:14

The coming of the Antichrist will be in accordance with how Satan works. He will use all sorts of displays of power through signs and wonders -2 Thessalonians 2:9
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When it comes to Theistic Satanism, few works exist, and so I am blessed to have received this work, an immanation of Satan, and to have been given some inspiration on this path from the internet. The dedication ritual includes some information on the history of Satanism from the book *Satanism Today* by James R. Lewis. The demonic attunement includes information about the arch demons from *Secret Teachings of All Ages* by Manly Palmer Hall. I also received suggestions from zeit23geist, who is perhaps the most well known internet writer with a focus primarily on Satanic healing in recent years, who edited this book and provided the review on the back cover.
Introduction to Setim

When Patrick Zeigler, the creator of Seichim, first heard the word Seichim from a spirit channeled through a friend, he heard it as 'Setim'; that is, an immanation of Set or Satan, a flowing of Satan into him. He had experienced an initiation into Seichim when he sneaked into the Great Pyramid of Gaza, near Sakara, Egypt, at night, where he perhaps should not have been, to discover a gate had been left open for him, and gone into complete blackness. He lay in a tomb of the dead, and wrapped himself like one embalmed. He saw the infinity symbol coming towards him, the base for one form of the alchemical symbol for brimstone- a Satanic symbol. It empowered him with the ability to transmit a new healing energy.
Seichim is considered to be from the star Sirius or Sopdet, which can be seen from within the Great Pyramid, and has been equated with Set and Satan and bringing his energies into this world. Sekhem, another word used by New-Agers for Seichim, is magical power, which Set employs, and also is the power of the dead who dwell in Sekhem, a fiery part of the Egyptian afterlife, a familiar-sounding place.

Some practitioners consider Seichim to have a relationship with Sekhmet. These lightworker practitioners feel safe with Sekhmet, although they wouldn't knowingly have anything to do with Satan. However, Sekhmet is a fierce goddess of destruction, plague and war, who some say is the female aspect of Satan.
In some Egyptian tales, Sekhmet went into a frenzy of killing. Sekhmet is sometimes invoked by Satanists. Anton LaVey calls upon Sekhmet in a cursing ritual in his book The Satanic Bible. She can cause illness, but also ward off or cure it. This book deals with the healing use of Setim, if you are interested in Sekhmet and magickal work with her I would recommend the Papyri Graecae Magicae. If you are interested in using the power of Setim to curse, you are welcome to experiment. I'm not intrinsically anti-cursing, I'm not covering it here purely for the reason that it is not the subject of the current work.
Some Satanists question the role of healing in Satanism: they say that Satan is solely a destructive and adversarial force, which drives evolution by allowing the weak to fail, and say he would not intervene to help them. These people are usually the ones who would be the first to get a whiff of gas, if the Nazism which the social Darwinism of their beliefs resembles came into force from the state. They are frequently the mentally ill, substance abusers, or those unable to form relationships, saying these things to make themselves feel more powerful. At some times in our lives we are all weak or ill, it's the nature of mortality.
Satan is the patron god of theistic Satanists, their benefactor, supporter and protector who will try His utmost to look after His own, which includes their loved ones if his followers pray to Satan about them. He will also seek to help those not entirely committed to him if they offer him some respect, perhaps they will be theistic Satanists in future, or helping a particular individual is part of His plan. A person to whom you feel you are supposed to give Satanic healing may well be destined to be a Satanist of some kind.
Setim contains the serpent energy, which helps overcome repression, gain positive individuality, and make you feel less powerless. Results in the real world may happen quickly after working on an issue with Setim.

The Bible and fundamentalist Christians say that the healing of Satan is false and intended to lead people astray; but they would say that, wouldn't they? The bible has much to tell us about Satan, (for instance, that he has healing powers) but when reading it to learn about Him, what it says should always be read from the perspective that it is written by those who are against him, as they want people to serve Yahweh. Theistic Satanists have more than a kinship with all other religions, and most Christian denominations.
According to evangelical Christians, all we other religions, such as Hinduism, which has the appearance of many gods, are actually worshipping the same god- Satan. A similarity can also be seen between Theistic Satanism and Islam in one respect, although of course not in other ways. They believe in the Will of God, determinism, which I have some sympathy for, as it's clear with the misfortunes people suffer, such as most illnesses, that humans aren't entirely in control. However I appreciate most Satanists instead emphasize the power of free will. Of course as well as petitioning Satan, we all have to do what we can in the real world to help or heal ourselves, including using healing techniques if we find them helpful.
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Common sense

Satan is Lord of this World, and He has some influence over the whole universe. However, He expects and honours the fact that much of the universe such as each living being has its own ideas, agenda and plans. He determines a lot of the events than happen, or can help us overcome or deal with them. By overcoming obstacles, we develop. Setim works to change our state of health and happiness, and sometimes change is painful.

If people experience extra symptoms after a healing or attunement, some new age practitioners believe it's a 'healing crisis,' which they deal with using more alternative therapies.
I don't believe in 'healing crises' except insomuch as attunement and healing leads to more awareness of problems which may need attention, or renewed attention, from a doctor, though other therapies can be used alongside medical treatment if you wish.

Better safe than sorry. Some people have become more ill by failing to consult a doctor at the right time, due to being told they were experiencing a healing crisis and needed only time and alternative therapies to overcome it. Follow medical and governmental recommendations.
Another common sense aid to healing practices is to retain normality in your life. A lot of people fall into fad diets now and again, but try to maintain a normal diet and not cut out foods. A woman needs around 2000 calories a day, and a man 2500. If you are overweight or underweight, remove or add calories until you reach a healthy weight, following a sensible diet. As a guideline, 500 less calories a day will lead to a loss of 1lb a week, and more can be lost by increasing your amount of exercise.

Try to socialize regularly, in ordinary venues such as a pub, coffee shop or club. Do some exercise (eating enough to stay healthy while exercising of course, and exercising in accordance with what your doctor recommends.)
A balanced diet, including enough fluids, socializing, and doing what we can using everyday and evidence-based scientific methods to maintain or improve our health and fitness is what helps us stay grounded and not disappear up our own spiritual centre (to use a euphemism). It stops us developing more psychosomatic disorders, 'allergies' not confirmed by a medical practitioner, obsessions, and negative beliefs. Increase your healing with evidence-based healthy lifestyle changes, such as drinking less, giving up smoking and recreational drugs.

Personally I enjoy staying in touch with what's on television, celebrity gossip and trends. This helps me stay grounded and in touch with what people in the real world are doing, enhancing my enjoyment of life.
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It’s more grounding than solely reading or watching spiritual works. I don't watch everything though, it shouldn't be a chore, and we don't all have the same tastes.

There's no need to take on negative energies from clients, and if you find yourself feeling this is happening, ground yourself with diet and exercise, self-treatment and everyday activities. If it's very uncomfortable, check with your doctor that your symptoms don't have another cause. If it happens repeatedly, ask yourself why you need these symptoms.
One of the possible differences in approach between theistic Satanists and new age practitioners who practice Seichim is that we are theists and ask for the aid of a personal (i.e. having his own personality and selfhood) god, Satan. New Agers may sometimes call on gods, but their techniques usually tend to focus on seeking to develop their own powers, or considering themselves to be part of god. They don’t tend to pray in the same way, although they may ask things of gods or spirits. It could almost be said that they are Left Hand Path, going by one definition of it, in the sense of being focused on self-development rather than god.
Theistic Satanist beliefs about healing are based on the will of Satan and on his spark within us, although developing one’s magickal and healing powers is valued too.

Setim allows you to work with Satan and develop a close relationship with him. If you are a Satanist, he is the source of the world as we see it and of the future. Setim can also work through the Black Flame, your own creative essence and connection to Satan, enlivening that spark of Satan within you. It’s very freeing and encourages creativity.

You needn't be a Satanist to use the Setim symbols or experiment with the energies. But you may have more success if you've already done a dedication rite.
If you feel guided to perform one, a sample dedication ritual is included at the end of this book. Don't do that unless you're ready though. Until then, Satan has given me the recipe for a potion you can take to help strengthen yourself and enhance your connection to his healing powers.

**Healing powers alignment potion**

Real coffee or energy or sports drink  
A splash of wine  
A pinch of asafoetida  
Plain flour, five teaspoons for every 250ml  
Chives, a teaspoon per 250ml  
Cough mixture (clears the energetic pathways for Satan) two teaspoons per 250ml  
Artichoke, about four teaspoons  
Half an apple
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Spirits such as vodka, a third the amount of the final concoction, must be added to preserve it.

If you’re unable to take even a small amount of any of the ingredients for genuine medical reasons, such as a diagnosed allergy, medically recommended diet or a medication which interacts with one of the ingredients, remove the ingredient you cannot use and alter the recipe according to your intuition. If in doubt, leave an ingredient out. A simpler version can be made with just the energy drink, wine, asafoetida, flour, cough mixture, and alcohol.
You may puree the solid ingredients (do the solid ones first, with a little of the liquid, then add the rest of the liquid and add the flour), or boil the solid ingredients in a little water and strain out the water, adding it to the wine, or simply cut the ingredients finely and add them to the bottle. The alcohol will preserve it for a while, but keep it refrigerated. Take a small amount such as a teaspoon when you feel guided to do so. It's probably not the most delicious drink, but contains power. You can also try anointing your feet or hands with the mixture.
Satan's perfection

If you perform any healing, attunement or ritual, of any kind, and aren't confident you've done it perfectly, you can ask Satan and his demons to perfect what you've done.
Attunements
Before and after attunements

Attunements are rituals or prayers to strengthen your healing powers and connection to Satan. There are some suggestions in this book, but you may feel guided to adapt them or perform your own.

Eat a diet with more pleasurable and decadent foods (whilst following your doctor's advice) such as meat, alcohol, caffeine, cake or sweets, for a week before the attunement. This will help you adjust to the energies of the attunement, as nothing is a sin to Satan.
After the attunement, whenever you feel the urge to pray in the weeks to come, pray to Satan, or say "Hail Satan". This will help you develop your relationship with him. There will be a week of intensive change to your spiritual energies. You may get physical and spiritual reactions and tingling and sensations of being "freed up" physically, spiritually and psychologically. Treat yourself with Setim, and as part of your usual diet, drink a little red wine or caffeine, or eat red meat in moderation and accordance with medical advice. Listen to the signals from your body and from Satan. If anything causes you undue discomfort or concern, consult a medical doctor in case you have become aware of something that would benefit from treatment.
I suggest leaving at least one night between each of the attunements or your adaptations of them, to allow them to be processed. You may feel that you can combine some of them into one, or need to separate parts of some. Other than that, leave as long as seems right, until you are given the feeling that you are ready for your next attunement.
An attunement to Satan and the demons

If you feel guided to work with them, the demonic guides or guardian demons may guide you through life's tests and awaken your mind to Satan. Demons have their own missions but may also help you develop your Black Flame, developing your intuition, and giving you guidance. They will make it easier for Satan to flow through you, as well as helping you on this earthly plane. However you may prefer to work solely with Satan himself. In which case you can adapt the ritual below to refer only to Satan.
With both arms out in front of you make the sign of the horns with both hands. Say "Hail Satan. Please allow my guardian demons and demonic guides to come to me and connect with me, and please come to me and connect with me yourself. " Ask Satan to enfold you. Feel the different energy around you. Look with your inner eyes. Contemplate what you know of the character of Satan and the demons. Ask for His advice and aid, (if you wish, you can also ask for the aid of the demons) including asking for healing and development for yourself and your life, or making requests for your loved ones. You may perceive many things. It is up to Satan and the demons if they choose to answer our requests and come when we ask or do otherwise, as they see fit.
The healing demons can help Setim go to problem areas of the body, mind and spirit and assist, using their wisdom and the forces at their command to heal and bring health and happiness.

Here is another attunement to Setim, using the demons, which will also strengthen your connection to them. It’s quite long, so you might like to record it onto a tape, or visualize part of it and then read the next bit and visualize that.
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The Setim arch-demonic attunement

Start by breathing deeply and relaxing. Feel the ground beneath your feet and allow your awareness to extend deep into the depths of hell, connecting you to the demonic plane. See the unholy light, growing and expanding as a shaft of the brightest red light coming up from hell towards you. The energy of the Setian Star, Sopdet, pours into your head, and the two energies join at your heart.

Now the archdemons begin to surround you. They form an inverted pentagram, going from below your feet to above your head.
Beneath your feet is Lucifuge, at the left is Astaroth, at the right is Belial, above your head to the left is Satan, and to the right is Mammon. Now the second pentagram is formed around you. At the front left is Belphegor, at the front right is Baal. To your left is Asmoday, and to your right is Samael. Behind you is Lilith. You stand with the Archdemons sheltering you and focussing on you.

Say “Hail Satan. Satan and Mammon, I ask that you connect with me and connect me with Setim, guide me in this initiation to the multiple sources of demonic blessings.”
Invite the demons to attune you. Satan, Mammon, Belial, Lucifuge, Astaroth, Asmodeus, Belphegor, Baal, Samael, Lilith. Invite your Black Flame to rise up from your heart and aid in the attunement. The demons approach and all ten of them put their hands on your head. The Black Flame flares up to burn away all obstacles to your receiving their attunement.

The demons send Setim, and a deeper connection to it and the demonic energy, throughout your body. The rest surround your body, and Lilith remains with her hands on your head.
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She sends Setim into your head and says, "receive acceptance of what to some is obscene and taboo. I bring Setim to help you discover the beauty of the flesh." Feel the energy to which she has attuned you, and the change in yourself.

Astaroth puts his hands on your brow, sends Setim into it, and says; "Receive motivation, and knowledge of the Will of Satan. Receive the ability to change yourself, others and the world in accordance with his will.” Feel the energy to which he has attuned you, and the change in yourself.
The archdemon Belphegor puts his hands on your throat and says, "Receive the ability to appreciate beauty without having to squabble over it. I give you the ability to get what you wish for more easily and in comfort.” See the Setim coming down from your head into your throat. Feel the energy to which he has attuned you, and the change in yourself.

The archdemon Samael puts his hands on your heart and sends Setim into it. He says, "Receive certitude of your own sinlessness and fundamental innocence. I connect you with Satanic guidance in your life. May the black flame show you the way." See the Setim coming down from your throat into your heart. Feel the energy to which he has attuned you, and the change in yourself.
Lucifuge also puts his hands on your heart, sends Setim to it and says, "receive a new start in Satan. I connect you with Setim and the energy of initiation and commitment to Him and his will, and your own health. Unhelpful restrictions will no longer exist for you.” Feel the energy to which he has attuned you, and the change in yourself. Relax and feel the promise of Satan pulsing with your heartbeat.

The archdemon Baal places his hands on your solar plexus and sends Setim into it. He says, "Receive strength, the ability to safeguard your health and ideals, knowing how to do so. I connect you with Setim, consecrate you with a glow of demonic blessings, so you encourage health in yourself and others."
See the Setim coming down from your heart into your solar plexus. Feel the energy to which he has attuned you, and the change in yourself.

The archdemon Belial puts his hands below your navel. He sends Setim to your abdomen and says, "receive the support of Satan and the demons. I connect you with Setim and with the support of the demons, and the ability to fend off anything that would harm your convictions or damage you; an unholy protection and army. I bring Setim to help you find the your inner strength and remove blocks within". See the Setim coming down from your solar plexus into your lower abdomen. Feel the energy to which he has attuned you, and the change in yourself.
Asmoday places his hands on the base of your spine, sends Setim to it and says, "receive the fire of Satan, the devotion, passion and liberation. Be yourself and freely follow his will for you.” See the Setim coming down from your abdomen to the base of your spine. Feel the energy to which he has attuned you, and the change in yourself.

Mammon puts his hands on your feet and sends Setim into the feet and into the earth. He says, “I connect you with Setim and with the world. I bring you Setim as a sign from Satan, lord of this world, that you are empowered with creativity and abundance." See the Setim coming down from the base of your spine to your feet. Feel the energy to which he has attuned you, and the change in yourself.
Satan takes your hands and sends Setim into them. He speaks, and says, "I am healing, receive it in your soul, heart, mind, body and every part of you. I connect you with Setim and with the healing of Set. I bring Setim to help you find the way to heal and grow, and I give you the power to heal and grow."

See the Setim coming up from your feet to your hands. Feel the energy to which he has attuned you, and the change in yourself.

Relax for a moment and become aware of your body. Feel the presence of the archdemons all around you and know that you are forever connected to them and to Setim. The archdemons place their hands on your head once more, each one giving you a demonic blessing, sealing your connection.
As they start to remove their hands from your head, their hands lifting up draws your Black Flame up in your heart. You find yourself chanting “Nema, nema, nema, nema, nema,” and pledging again inwardly your commitment to the path.
Attunement to empower the hands

In this attunement you will increase the energy in your heart centre, and activate your fingers and palms.

Ask Satan to come into your heart, and feel his presence. While sitting and holding your palms facing up as if to receive a gift, make the sign of the horns. You will see that your two middle fingers point into the middle of your palm, so the energy flows into the whole of the palm and fingers, and then is focused back to aim at the centre of the palm more fully and develop it. Ask Satan to activate your fingers and palms to enable you to use them for healing.
The third attunement, affirmations and prayer

Intend to connect to the Black Flame and Satan. Call upon them to aid you in doing so. I realize some of you will have been Satanists for some time and accomplished great work and transformation. Now give yourself to Satan and the Black Flame even more fully, with no limits.

When you pray, use the affirmation "Hail Satan" repeatedly. I've been told you'll also get some results with "I am a goat." We may not be physically goats, but what the affirmation means is we are free spirits and do not serve Jesus like sheep. You are Satan's chosen. This affirmation delivers self-sufficiency and lightheartedness.

Try "I am one with the Black Flame," Or "The will of Satan is my Will." You
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can also make the sign of the horns when praying or using affirmations. Feel how the energies within you alter when you say or think these statements or others of your own design.

Satan is simple! There need not be anything difficult, overly intellectual or obscure about him. When praying, you could try sensing the Black Flame within, your desire to connect to Satan, and feel Satan around you. Or simply pray to him as you would any god. You may begin to feel that other things and events in your life and the world are immanations of Satan. For instance I feel he gifts me with abundance, so I come across things I would like for bargain prices.
Fourth attunement- Opening the energy body to Satan

In this exercise you will again ask for the grace of Satan. Make the sign of the horns with your left hand and place the knuckles, still in the gesture, against the third eye. Do the same with the right hand, but at the back of the head. (This is a bit uncomfortable, symbolizing the discomfort of excessive mental and physical restriction, which is now behind you.)

Say "I ask dear Satan to come to me" and see and feel his energy above your head. Now draw it down to your heart. Imagine it opening your body, then take it to your third eye. You will feel the emotional joy within that is the outpouring of Satan, or other emotions and sensations. Now sit comfortably with your palms up.
Say "Satan, I call you to myself. Please join with me, enter me." Feel the freeing action of Satan within. Visualize and contemplate him permeating you with the colours black and red, and altering your energy body to help your development and increase your healing powers. Red represents assertiveness, the material world, and hell, the home of Satan and his followers who have passed away.

Black represents knowledge, and knowledge of Satan. Wisdom, self-knowledge and dedication to what you desire. It also represents acceptance of reality.

Perform any other actions that seem necessary to complete the attunement.
Attunement to the Setim symbols via movement

You may wish to use symbols to channel healing, but there's no obligation to use them. Do what your intuition tells you. If and when you feel inspired to, you can learn more about Satanic symbols later in this book. Any symbols you feel drawn to can be used. Use the symbols with your mind or hands. One thing you can try is to move your body in these shapes associated with Satan- the sign for brimstone, inverted cross, inverted pentagram, or the seal of Lucifer, which you can draw with both hands. Call on Setim, Satan and the Black Flame to make changes to you while you do this. Perhaps make a workout with these movements. This is an attunement in itself.
Via visualization

This meditation is to promote understanding of the symbols, and attune you to them if you wish. If you feel the need, have the symbols on a piece of paper next to you, to help you visualize them. Drawings of the symbols are included in the section ‘Individual uses of the symbols.’

Imagine the 666 symbol as a disc far above your head. Now imagine it twirling and twirling down towards your body, as slowly as needed. It spins in a vibrant red. As it enters your body it leaves the Heart of the Antichrist symbol above your head in your aura, making you more aware of Satan's plan for you and this world. It passes through your eyes, leaving the eye in the triangle behind.
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Then it spins to your throat, leaving a copy of the brimstone symbol to stimulate the energy you receive from your thyroid gland. (If you have any problems with your thyroid, this will only effect them in a positive way, balancing them, or if you have had them removed, it will give you a boost of health without effecting any condition negatively, as it works with the spiritual body).

Then it spins to your heart, leaving the seal of Lucifer for dedication. It spins then through your body to your lower rib cage, your liver and kidneys, and leaves a lightening bolt to help you remove negative beliefs.
At your abdomen it leaves an inverted pentagram, to centre you. Continuing to spin in a red glow, it leaves the inverted cross at your pelvis, with the horizontal line going from one side of the pelvis to the other, and the base on the groin. Here it removes anything that may impair your freedom in a negative way.

Then the glow spreads out to spin over your hands, leaving pitchforks to enhance your connection to Satan and your healing abilities. Form them into the sign of the horns.

Spinning down your legs, at your ankles it leaves the serpent, which climbs your whole body like a tree, leaving balance and calm. Finally the spinning glow goes below your feet to leave the Heart of hell symbol, making you more aware of the demons and other kindred spirits, human and spiritual.
The symbol becomes outlined in black and then transforms into a black flame, which flares up, surrounds your whole aura, then concentrates itself to rest deep in your heart with the seal of Lucifer.

Black and red, used in the attunement, are the customary colours associated with Satan, and endow you with his healing life and strength. Repeat this ritual whenever you desire it, however this is not strictly necessary, as you are now attuned to the symbols for as long as you wish.
Via formal ritual attunement

This attunement is the most similar to that used in Reiki and Seichim. You can split it into whichever number of attunements seems right to you. Some styles of Seichim have one attunement per symbol, and leave time in between. Some systems use two or three attunements, attuning the subject to a few of the symbols each time, and reinforcing and strengthening the ability to use Seichim with each attunement.
Another system uses seven attunements. If you would like to do this, one suggested order would be as follows:

Attunement 1: Brimstone

2: Ouroboros
Inverted cross

3: Inverted pentagram

4: Seal of Lucifer
5: Black flame

6: Heart of the Antichrist
Heart of hell

7: Eye in the triangle
Pitchfork/666
To do the attunements in three stages instead, I recommend:-

1) Brimstone, ouroboros, inverted cross, inverted pentagram.
2) Seal of Lucifer, black flame, heart of the antichrist, heart of hell.
3) Eye in the triangle, pitchfork/666.

The receiver of an attunement can transmit healing as soon as they receive one attunement, but in these more formal systems, traditionally a person can only pass on an attunement to others once they’ve received the 666 or pitchfork symbol, which makes them a master of the system.
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The Dragon's breath

One technique sometimes used in Reiki and Seichim attunements is the Dragon's breath. This is optional. This is more evidence that Seichim is of Satan, for the Dragon or serpent is one way in which Satan is known in the Judeo-Christian bible.

I don't personally use this technique, contract myself or put my tongue on the roof of my mouth, or hold my breath much in an attunement, because it's uncomfortable and distracting to me. The attunements seem to be passed well enough. I include this technique in case you personally feel guided to use it.
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To use the dragon's breath to pass on or generate an attunement, place your tongue on the roof of your mouth and clench your perineum. There's no need to do too intense a contraction and make yourself uncomfortable.

Whilst holding the contraction and keeping the tongue at the roof of the mouth, visualize black above your head and suck it into your liver, your upper right abdomen. Visualize it being transformed into red and blow it out. See a red cloud above your head and blow it through you to your feet. Inhale and see it rise up to your brain, turning red. Hold for a second then breathe it out. What does it look and feel like? Do the same for black. What does it feel and look like? Perform any actions, such as gestures, you feel inspired to do.
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- **Prepare yourself and the room**
  
  *(if at any point you find these instructions too detailed and wish for more freedom and simpler guidelines, skip to further down where there is a summarized ritual attunement for you to adapt.)*

Before passing an attunement, prepare yourself and the room. ‘Draw’ the symbols onto your hand, using a finger of your other hand. They should be drawn anti-clockwise, from left to right. Draw the brimstone symbol and then the inverted pentagram in each corner of the room. In the centre of the room draw the seal of Lucifer and the inverted cross.

You may like to burn incense or play a suitable piece of music, such as the Ave Satani from the film The Omen. Pray to Satan, the Black Flame, the demons, and Satanists on the other side to help you pass the attunement successfully.
"Hail Satan. I intend to attune myself (or state the person's name) to Setim, your healing immanation, if it be your will, and I ask for your assistance."

Sit down on a chair, or if attuning someone else ask the recipient to sit down, and hold your hands forward in the sign of the horns.
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• **Attunement procedure**
  (if at any point you find these instructions too detailed and wish for more freedom and simpler guidelines, skip to further down where there is a summarized ritual attunement for you to adapt.)

You can use this attunement method on yourself or adapt it to use on others. If you're using it on others, respect their personal space by keeping the hands off the body on private areas, unless it's a lover and they want a more intimate experience for their attunement.

Keep your hands in the sign of the horns for as much of the attunement as possible.

Use the Dragon's breath or not, as you feel guided.
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If you're going to use it, keep your tongue and contraction in the same position. Breathe in, and before breathing out, draw the 666 or pitchfork symbol over your head, keeping your hand in the sign of the horns. Bring your hand down to your head. Imagine the symbol going through you to your feet, in black, then red. Say each symbol's name three times, and bring them down as with the pitchfork, black, then red.
Now hold the base of your skull and your brow, visualizing the symbols to which you intend to attune yourself, saying their name three times. Build on any previous attunements by also adding the symbols to which you've already attuned yourself. Draw the brimstone symbol towards your brow and base of skull three times while saying 'Setim, Setim, Setim.' Suck your breath up into the skull, black, then red, imagining your breath bringing the symbols up to fill your brain.

Place the symbols you wish to attune yourself to into your chest, drawing them before it, then breathing them in, black, then red. Build on any previous attunements by adding the symbols to which you've already been attuned.
Draw the brimstone symbol towards your chest three times while saying 'Setim, Setim, Setim.' Breathe in, down to the base of spine to get the energy moving, black, then red. Breathe out and imagine it going to the base of the spine from the outside, covering your body, black, then red. Seal in the symbols by drawing a seal of Lucifer over your heart.

Open your hands. Follow this procedure for one hand, then the other. Draw with your other hand, held in the sign of the horns, the symbol you intend to attune to into your open palm, with a gentle tap with the horn's knuckles after each one. Blow into the hand and visualize clearing all the way up the arm to above the head. Send in the lightning bolt if you sense any blockages.
Then blow into the hand and imagine the breath going up the arm and down to below the feet, clearing the way for the energy to flow. Build on previous attunements by adding the symbols you've already had, if you're choosing to attune that way. Draw the brimstone symbol towards the hand three times, tap it in whilst saying 'Setim, Setim, Setim.' Draw the Seal of Lucifer over the hand to seal in the symbols.

Do the same as you did with the hands, to the base of the feet (or the top of the feet, if you are excessively ticklish.) When blowing, visualize clearing from below the feet to above the head.
Place the heart of hell below your feet, and the heart of the Antichrist above your head. If you feel comfortable doing so, you may link them with the pitchfork symbol. Otherwise, spin the 666 symbol by visualization up the body between them.

Perform any demonic dark weaving you are inspired to do. Draw the Seal of Lucifer over your whole front to seal in the attunement. Thank Satan.
Summarized ritual attunement

1) Prepare surroundings with music etc if desired, send symbols to the walls.
2) Pray to Satan and his brethren to help you pass the attunement.
3) ‘Draw’ the symbols onto your hand, using a finger of your other hand. Make the dragon's breath position if you're using it.
4) Draw the 666 or pitchfork over your head, keeping your hand in the sign of the horns.
5) Send the 666 through your body with the breath.
6) To attune part of the person draw the symbols to which you intend to attune the person onto them with your hand, whilst holding your drawing hand in the sign of the horns, drawing with your two folded knuckles.
7) Tap and blow after each symbol, saying 'Setim, Setim, Setim.'
8) Visualize black and red energy entering them, blow it through them.
9) Repeat for every major part of the body and extremity, or shorten if you feel you can. At the hands in particular, intend that they can perform healings and attunements themselves.
10) Blow a 666 through the attunee.
11) Place heart of the antichrist and heart of hell at the head and foot, pitchfork between them.
12) Dark weaving.
13) Seal of Lucifer.
To summarize even more simply:-

*Prepare yourself and the room.*

*Invite Satan in.*

*Attune parts of the body, empower hands.*

*Seal in the attunement.*
Healing techniques
Setim healing session using the intuition

You can use Setim with or without the symbols. Follow your intuition as you wish. If you use the symbols, use them when it seems right according to your intuition. A healing session with symbols which has a little more structure, and is partly based on a set formula of symbols, is included in the section after next.

Before a healing session, you can recite this opening prayer, or any other statements you feel like using.

Hail Satan
Health and happiness,
Strength in the black flame,
Freedom and knowledge,
Come, In Satan's Name.
Ask for Satan's guidance to identify problem areas, and send healing to them using your hands and mind. As Satan's healing is channelled through you, you may feel various sensations, such as tingling or heat.

You may feel guided to visualize sending the black flame through your hands into the person, to remove obstacles and problems, physical or situational. You may sense that there are things you need to cut or remove from the person's energy body, or holes in the aura which need mending. Remove any energy blockages by twisting them out. Thank Satan for the role this energy has played in the persons' life. Ask for it to be taken where it brings blessings or can curse only the persons' enemies. Do everything gently, in Satan's name.
Healing should always have some benefit, although several sessions may be needed to help with some issues, or results may not be obvious. Some health issues or situations we aren't meant to heal by ourselves, but we can help ourselves to feel less traumatized by them. Consult a doctor or therapist if there’s a change for the worse in your health, and advise those you give healing to do so too.

Whilst healing others, you may feel Setim (Satan acting through you), and are aided by demons, Satanic witches, alchemists and other worshippers from centuries ago, skilled in medicine, who have passed on to be with Satan after death. They can reach people's very souls with their healing.
Demonic Dark Weaving

Don't be put off by the name of demonic dark weaving. It could be worse, the original technique by Diane Ruth Shewmaker is called angelic light weaving. Dark weaving strengthens and empowers the self, and brings about intents.

Simply ask the demons to work through you. Allow your hands to be used by the demons, and bring the healing skills of Satanists who have passed on, to work in the person's aura, healing them and empowering their goals, by weaving the energy in shapes and movements of the hands. The demons may also choose to use the Setim symbols.
You may wish to add specific energies or qualities to the healing. Call on the demon of the quality— for instance, make a request to the demon of assertiveness, and ask the demon to weave the quality into the person's aura, or simply ask for what is Satan's will for the person. You can also use this technique to empower food, medication or ritual tools.
Uses of the individual symbols

*Brimstone:* Energy, strength to deal with what life throws at us and develop in
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the most positive way as the result of situations sent to us by Satan.
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*Serpent/ ouroboros:* Brings balance and calm. Emotional healing.

*Inverted cross:* The inverted cross frees the different levels of the self, bringing a great sense of liberation. It helps with overcoming guilt and conditioning, and accepting things that have happened. It brings mental healing and freedom. Heals the
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memory of unpleasant and traumatic experiences.

Inverted pentagram: Enjoyment of the world, overcoming depression. Puts any different parts of the self in a healthy arrangement and proportion for happiness and adaptability. Boosts the energy, focuses it for instance towards energizing a food, or towards goals. Physical healing. You may use it to heal objects or communicate with them, such as to learn about a magickal object you just found, or try to fix a car. You can use it to empower a food or manifest a goal. A pentagram is used in some forms of Seichim, further
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evidence that it is of Satan.

\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=0.3\textwidth]{seal_of_lucifer.png}
\end{center}

\textit{Seal of Lucifer:-} Protection. Realizing the good you already have, your worth, and gaining positive insights from what you have experienced. For those who have done a dedication, it represents certainty, dedication, discipline, and
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links you to Satan.

Black flame: As well as burning away obstacles, it helps you feel loved and special, and appreciate others' individuality. Gives you direction in your spirituality. Skepticism about
Heart of the Antichrist: Heart of the Antichrist is the brimstone symbol with sixes on the top three branches. It helps us see the ultimate future and plan for the universe, Satan’s plan, and
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helps you gain awareness of his will.

Heart of hell:- Heart of hell is the brimstone symbol upside-down with sixes attached to the branches. It connects you to the depths of hell, the people there, and the demons there and around us, giving you a sense of kinship with and support from the universe, and comfort. One way of using the Heart of Antichrist and Heart of Hell symbols is with one above the head and one below the feet, with red and black light flowing up and down through the
being.

Eye in the Triangle: The eye in the triangle helps you see the realities of a situation and know how to deal with
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them.

*Pitchfork:* A daimonic symbol (note this adjective contains similar syllables to the daikomyo, the master symbol of Reiki.) This symbol is used to pass attunements. Brings guardian demons and helpful spirits, and a greater connection to Satan. Spiritual healing.
An alternative to the pitchfork is the 666. It can be used horizontally and send spinning down the body. It is used for the same purposes as the pitchfork, for attunements and spiritual healing. If you feel ready for it you may put a 666 in your aura behind your head.
Lightning bolt—Encourages new beliefs and freedom, shows you how to move forward when you are stuck.
Setim healing session using symbols

You may simply work with intuition as suggested earlier, or use the symbols to partly structure the healing session and seal in the healing. You can work both on the body and in the aura around it, as guided. Throughout the session, remove any blockages by twisting them out, and remove any destructive entities. To do a self-healing session, perform these actions by visualization or with your hands.

To begin, visualize two pitchforks standing on either side of you like sceptres. Send out the 666 or pitchfork symbol through the Hail Satan gesture, to connect to your guardian demons, saying 'Hail Satan'.
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Draw the brimstone symbol over the person (or yourself for a self-healing). Tune into the person by visualizing your black flame and theirs joining for the duration of the session, you can return to visualizing this to remove blockages to your therapeutic relationship during the session as you see fit.

Now you are going to work on the head area and above the head. Use the 666, inverted pentagram, inverted cross and ouroboros to open the physical, mental and emotional levels of their being to healing. Use any symbols on and around the head as guided. Finish the head area with the black flame to disperse any negative energy that has been loosened, and the Heart of the Antichrist to align the area to Satan’s will for the person.
Follow the same procedure on the legs, feet and below the feet. Then do the same on the central torso.

Go to the heart and send Setim to the person through it, while surround the person with the ouroboros, visualizing it for as long as feels necessary, and intend that the person may keep it in place for as long as is beneficial to them. While it’s in place it helps the person feel protected, calm and surrounded by healing.

Send Setim at the head, feet, then at the knees. Form an inverted cross through the person, visualizing the horizontal bar of the cross coming out at the sides of the knees.
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Visualize the cross for as long as feels necessary, and intend that the person may keep it in place for as long as is beneficial to them. While it's in place it helps the person feel stable, capable and free.

Then stand alongside them and make the Baphomet balancing gesture while trying to balance their energies, for as long as seems right.

Go back to the person's feet, stay there and make the Seal of Lucifer over them using your two hands. From above the head the hands come out to the side, cross at the heart and go diagonally out past the body a little. Returning to the head the hands come out and cross at the groin, finishing with a curl at opposite sides of the feet.
A 'V' is then formed from the centre of the two feet up to opposite sides of the knees. Visualize it for as long as feels necessary, and intend that the person may keep it in place for as long as is beneficial to them. This is a blessing on the person and seals in the healing. Instruct them, when they are ready, to open their eyes and come back into the room.
Healing session crib sheet

Pitchfork pillars
Hail Satan and send him energy.
Brimstone over body.
Visualize black flames of participants joining.
  • On the head area,
  • The leg area,
  • And the torso,
follow this procedure:-
666, inverted cross, ouroboros, inverted pentagram, and any other symbols that seem right. Black flame, Heart of the Antichrist. Repeat for each area.
Fix:-
  • Ouroboros on heart,
  • Inverted cross, formed by going to the head, feet, knees.
Baphomet balance.
Seal with the Seal of Lucifer.
Distance healing and healing through time

If you've worked with Reiki or Seichim, you will have used a distance symbol to heal. In Setim you don't have to use a distance symbol, visualization and intent is enough. However, if you want one, you may use the inverted cross, it removes restrictions, including distance.
Send the flow of Setim to someone by calling them by name three times and visualizing them, sending them some Setim or performing a healing session via visualizing yourself performing a healing session on them.
You can also use the techniques described below to send healing over a distance; the Satanic healing store, absent healing with nets or the healing pentagram.
You may think someone will reject healing from Satan; but when it is offered to them from a distance their soul often accepts it. It is not unethical to send healing, for it is up to the individual spirit to receive it. It is often best not to offer verbally to give Satanic healing due to people's prejudice against Satan, but when the energy is sent to them their spirit willingly receives it. You may sense that they have received it, or see a change in them. Their soul will theoretically refuse it if it wishes to do so, but it’s very rare for someone’s spiritual being to refuse an offer of healing energy for an issue.
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You can use techniques of distance healing to send healing across time to yourself and others; for instance, to heal painful issues from past experiences, or to send energy to someone for an upcoming job interview or operation.
Multiplying the symbols into Legion

You may find you sometimes use the symbols in a way that multiplies them. Visualize a larger version of the symbol around the last, and a larger one around that, to the magnification you wish, when you feel guided to do so. Or visualize many copies of the symbol. An image multiplied many times pleases Satan because he is identified with Legion, a devil that spoke out of a woman in the bible to say that there were many demons within her. Satan is legion because to fundamentalist Christians, he is all the other gods people worship in the world's many religions.
**Setim balm**

Setim balm is a visualized ointment you can rub or smooth into the body to give healing, when your intuition dictates. Visualize a pool of lotion or ointment in black or red, and rub it in by moving your hand in the shape of the 666 symbol.

**The Baphomet Mudra**

The Baphomet mudra is a posture you can use for balancing energies. Have your right hand up, the left one down, like the Baphomet, 'as above, so below', to balance and calm yourself or a client. You can use it and visualize sending healing across a distance to ease conflict. Have your hands in the sign of the horns if you wish.
Charging objects, food and water with Setim

Setim can be used to try to improve food or beverages, or charge them with a specific health goal. It can be added to medications in the hope of decreasing their side effects, although if you have excessive side effects from a medication, consult your doctor as he may be able to help.

Here is an explanation of how to charge an object, using a glass of water as an example, and how this water may be used to charge other objects. It was given to me by zeit23geist, another Satanic healer. You can also charge it as described in the essences section, or just use the symbols intuitively, finishing with the seal of Lucifer to seal in the energy.
‘Place a crystal glass of fresh, spring water on left side of you; place a Setim symbol on right side of you (drawn on parchment or vellum in red ink or blood, drawn out anti-clockwise). Cry: 'Satan, Satan, Satan!' and with thumb and forefinger of left hand, trace out a large infinity symbol (the figure '8' on its side), anti-clockwise, so that right loop is over the symbol and left loop is over the glass of water.

The energy of the Setim Symbol is thus transferred to the water. Drink the water yourself, give the water to client to drink, or add the charged water to other ingredients, or to wine. (Water is considered to be an interface between physical and metaphysical realms.)’
Ways of using charged objects include taking a bath with salt, the healing alignment potion, an essence or essential oil charged with Setim, and/or stones painted with the symbols, for psychic cleansing and healing. Use less salt if you have sensitive skin. Paint coins with the symbols, which you can carry around with you if you wish. You can make a symbol combined of all the symbols; the advantage of this is if someone sees it you won't have to answer as many questions as with a pentagram. Just say it's a good luck charm.
Other ways of attuning objects and areas

There are two reasons for attuning an object; to attune the object itself, or to consecrate it as an attunement tool to swiftly transmit attunements, or focus your intent more strongly.

Here are some simple ways of attuning an object. It's similar to attuning a person, except the object is set to radiate Setim, rather than having the symbols placed in the hands.

If you're at home, or are alone with the object, you can use incense or candles to create a ritual mood if you wish.
Obviously, be discreet if in public and don't let people think you're acting strangely, unless you want to be picked on or seen as unstable. You might like to create an attunement tool, so that in a public space you need simply discreetly hold the tool against something you wish to attune, passing the attunement quickly.

‘Draw’ the symbols onto your hand with a finger of the other hand. Pray to Satan, the Black Flame, the demons, and Satanists on the other side.

"Hail Satan. I intend to attune this (insert name of object) to Setim, your healing immanation, if it be your will, and I ask for your assistance. I cannot do the work alone. It needs you, oh Satan, to attune this (insert name of object.)
Breathe in, keeping the dragon's breath position if you're using it, and before breathing out, draw the 666 or pitchfork symbol over your head, keeping your hand in the sign of the horns. Send the 666 through your body with the breath, to clear yourself of anything which might obstruct the attunement, before beginning.

Draw the symbols to which you intend to attune the object onto it with your hand, whilst holding your drawing hand in the sign of the horns, drawing with your two folded knuckles. Tap and blow after each symbol, saying 'Setim, Setim, Setim.' Visualise black and red energy entering the object. Attune every side of the object, then blow a 666 spiraling through the object.
Place the Heart of the antichrist and the heart of hell at the head and foot of the object, and visualize the pitchfork between them. Perform any demonic dark weaving you are inspired to do. Draw the Seal of Lucifer over the object to seal in the attunement. Thank Satan.

When attuning an object of your own, consider the object's desired purpose, and the reason for attuning it. For instance, attune your cup so any drink you place in it brings you Setim. You can ask the demon of a required quality such as health, or one of the Goetic demons, to attune it to them. To create an attunement tool, you can simply add this to the intent when you attune the object, pray to Satan to make it into an attunement tool, or
just perform the attunement three times.
Areas are attuned by attuning objects which are around the perimeter, at its extremities, or prominent, such as a large tree, or which your intuition guides you to attune. You can also bury previously attuned objects around the perimeter. Then walk between them to link the energetically charged areas and seal the energy in. You can give a previously attuned area a boost by sending a symbol to it. If you're in public, you can draw the symbols on the roof of your mouth with your tongue (which tickles a little) and blow them at the target.

If you like the idea, create what Karl Hernesson calls a 'tool kit' of attunement tools; stones, crystals, wooden wands, and so on, depending on your inclination. These tools can
attune simply by touching a building, bus station, tree or wall. You may paint the symbols on the attunement object, and program it for a specific intent, such as attuning large areas or areas you regularly frequent. Keep single attunement objects in a red or black pouch, to keep them consecrated to the purpose of Setim.
Satanic healing store

The Satanic healing store enables healings, blessings and grace from Satan to be stored, if it’s His will. If you need to send healing for a time or event, you can send it to the store and ask for it to be released at that time or place. Use the Baphomet mudra and visualize the ouroboros to open the store, then send the energy to it, to be used to aid the individual, in accordance with the will of Satan and respect for their personal freedom.
Satanic sandwich

You can make a Satanic sandwich if you wish, (I recommend black pudding as it breaks the prohibitions in Leviticus against both blood and pork) but in this context I mean a 'sandwich' of the symbols, visualized when using Setim. This can increase their power or help with specific issues. Experiment with any combinations you are guided to use when sending Setim, and develop or note combinations which feel effective for you, and any feelings you get as to what a particular combination can help with.
Healing pentagram

Draw a large pentagram on a piece of paper, and in the centre write the situation, person or issue to which you want to send Setim, or a wish that you want to manifest. Draw the brimstone symbol in each of the points of the pentagram. Hail Satan and send Setim to the paper, then fold it up and put it away. You may put it under an ornament painted with one of the symbols. I used this when one of my cats seemed ill, and it seemed successful.
Setim essences

*inspired by the book 'Rainbow Reiki' by Walter Lubeck*

You can create an essence charged with any quality, and add it to any substance such as sugar or water, or sweet almond oil if you wish to make an ointment. Before creating an essence, eat chocolate, wine or other indulgent foods, or drink coffee. To create the charged substances doesn't take long, so you can integrate it into your normal life and leisure.
Say "Hail Satan. (make the sign of the horns and send him Setim) It is my intent that an essence be created for the purpose of {{insert purpose}}. So I ask you, if it be your will, to charge this {{{insert name of substance}}}, by your power and using what demons you wish, and if it helps you, channel your power through me to charge this {{{...}}}. I ask you to add to this {{{...}}} the immanation from you which will accomplish {{insert purpose}}."

Visualize any symbols you are guided to use. Add them to the substance by holding it or holding your hand over it. Finish with the seal of Lucifer to seal in the energy.

Thank Satan. Ask him to continue to work through you, including when you
next make essences.

Here is a list of some possible essences, just to get you thinking. The variety of essences is limited only by your imagination.

Freed of emergency- help in crisis situations.
Trust in Satan- enables you to cope with the variations of life.
Innocent pleasure- enjoyment of life and freedom of any feeling of excessive guilt, taint or sin.
Maintain good connection- maintains your connection with Satan, but in a balanced way which doesn't leave you too spaced out.
Shape through Satan- enables the individual to change in accordance with their own will and the will of Satan.
Freedom in Satan- letting go of difficult issues or unnecessary traits.
Gifts- Accept gifts from Satan.
Satan's structure - Reorganizes the self in line with Satan's will for them.
Satan's path - gives the person a sense of the best direction for them to go.
Satanic balance - the correct balance between the spiritual and physical realms in accordance with Satan's will for them.

You can also make an organ essence with the effect of normalizing an organ, or an essence intended to heal a disease. You may feel guided to dilute the substance containing an essence before taking it. Use whatever dosage you feel is right.

I added a weight loss essence to a packet of coffee, managing to lose several pounds, despite a takeaway and two meals out.
Demon essences

You can choose a demon essence by asking a pendulum which demon would help with a particular problem, closing your eyes and selecting one from the list using your finger, or based on their qualities as listed below. Demons are there to help, but require respect in return. Ask them to charge an essence with their power, or with an energy that could help. Also ask Satan to work with them.

Some often-used demons are those of the Goetia, they each have their own seal (sign) which you may like to find on the internet, though it's not strictly necessary for creating the essences.
Here's a summary of the powers of each demon of the Goetia, to give you an idea of the energy of each one and what they can help you with, or for you to use for dowsing or choosing:

*Bael*: Invisibility, wisdom.

*Agares*: Languages, scaring people off, bringing people back, running, earthquakes/destroying dignities and overturning hierarchies. Mild appearance.

*Vassago*: Discover the past and future, recovers things hidden or lost. Good natured.

*Gamigin*: Liberal sciences, necromancy.

*Marbas*: Secret things, practical knowledge and skill, bringing or curing disease, shape-shifting.

*Valefor*: Is a good familiar, but tempts people to steal.

*Amon*: Is stern. Past/future,
reconciliation.

Barbatos: Understanding animals, getting at treasure hidden by enchantments, past/to come, feuds and reconciliation with friends and those in power.

Paimon: Science, philosophy, secret things, knowledge, dignifies and confirms dignities. Familiars, arts. Binds any man to the magician if desired.

Buer: Philosophy, logic, herbalism, healing, familiars.

Gusion: Tells all things, past, present and future, answers and shows the meaning of questions. Friendships, reconciliation, honour and dignity.

Sitri: Love, secrets of women, women caused to show themselves naked, seduction.

Beleth: Causes love until your desire is fulfilled.

Leraje: Causes battles and contests, and putrefaction of wounds caused by
archers.

*Eligos:* Discovers hidden things, and knows things to come, and of wars. Causes the love of lords and great persons.

*Zepar:* Inflames women with love, changes their shape, causes barrenness.

*Botis:* Gives answers of past, present and future, reconciliation of friends and foes.

*Bathin:* Understanding of herbs and stones, quick transportation of men from one country to another.

*Sallos:* Causes love between men and women. Appears peaceably.

*Purson:* Knows things hidden, past present and future, can discover treasure, familiars, give answers about worldly and spiritual matters.

*Marax:* Astronomy, liberal sciences, good and wise familiars, herbs and precious stones.

*Ipos:* Past, present, future, makes men
witty and bold.

Forneus: Rhetoric, good name, languages, makes one beloved of friends and foes.
Foras: Tells you how to know the virtues of herbs and precious stones. Logic and ethics. Invisibility, longevity, eloquence. Can discover treasures and recover things lost.
Gaap: Makes men ignorant; make them knowing in philosophy and liberal sciences. Causes love or hatred, can teach the consecration of things of his king, Amaymon. Delivers familiars away from other Magicians. Past, Present, and to Come. Speedy transportation of men.
Furfur: Love between man and woman,
lightnings and thunders, blasts, storms, answers of secret and divine things.

*Marchosias*: Fighter, answers questions, is faithful.

*Stolas*: Astronomy, herbs and precious stones.

*Phenex*: Sciences, performs requests willingly, is a poet.

*Halphas*: Builds towers, furnishes them with ammunition and weapons, sends soldiers where required.

*Malphas*: Build houses and high towers, brings you knowledge of enemies' desires and thoughts, and what they've done. Gives familiars.

*Raum*: Steal treasures from kings houses and carries them where commanded, destroy cities and dignities, tells of the past, present and future; causes love between friends and foes.

*Focalor*: Slay men, drown them, overthrow warships, power over winds and seas; but will not hurt any man or thing if asked not to.
Vepar: Governs the waters. Guides ships laden with arms etc. Causes seas to be stormy and to appear full of ships. Makes men die in three days by putrefying wounds or sores, and causing worms to breed in them.

Sabnock: Builds high towers, castles and cities, furnishes them with armour. Can afflict men for many days with wounds and sores rotten and full of worms. Gives good familiars.

Shax: Takes away the sight, hearing, or understanding of anyone, steals money out of houses of kings, and carries it again in 1,200 years. Fetches horses, or any other thing. Discover all things that are hidden and not kept by wicked spirits. Gives good familiars.

Vine: Discovers things hidden, witches, and the present, past, and to come. Builds towers, overthrows stone walls, makes waters rough with storms.
Bifrons: Teaches astrology, geometry, other arts and sciences, virtues of precious stones and woods. Changes dead bodies and moves them; makes candles appear on graves.

Vual: The love of women. Tells things past, present, and to come. Friendship between friends and foes.

Haagenti: Makes men wise, instructs them in diverse things. Transmutes metals into gold, changes wine into water, and water into wine.

Crocell: Speaks mystically of hidden things. Teaches geometry and liberal sciences. Produces noises like the rushings of many waters, although there be none. Warms waters, discovers baths.

Furcas: Teaches philosophy, astrology, rhetoric, logic, palmistry, and pyromancy.
Balam: Past, present, and to come. Bestows Invisibility and wit.

Alloces: Astronomy and liberal sciences; familiars.

Camio: Good Disputer. Understanding of animals, and of the voice of waters. Tells of things to come.

Murmur: Philosophy, necromancy.

Orobas: Past, present, and to come; dignities, Favours of friends and foes. Tells of divinity and creation. Very faithful and won't let you be tempted by any spirit.

Gremory: Tells of the past, present, and to come, and where hidden treasure lies. Procures the love of women.

Ose: Liberal sciences, gives answers about divine and secret things; change a man into any shape so that he thinks he is what he resembles.

Amy: Astrology, liberal sciences. Familiars, reveals where there’s treasure
that is kept by spirits.

Orias: Stars, mansions of the planets, and how to understand their virtues. Transforms men, gives and confirms dignities; favour of friends and foes.

Vapula: Handicrafts and professions, philosophy, and other sciences.

Zagan: Makes men witty and fools wise. Can turn wine into water, blood into wine, water into wine, metals into coins.

Volac: Answers of hidden treasures, and where serpents may be seen. Brings them.


Haures: Present, past, and to come. Can talk of creation, divinity, and the fall. Destroys and burns your enemies, won't let you be tempted.

Andrealphus: Geometry, measurement, astronomy. Can transform a man into the likeness of a bird.
Cimeies: Rules spirits of Africa. Teaches grammar, logic, rhetoric, discovers things lost or hidden, and treasures. 
Amdusias: Causes musical Instruments to be heard and trees to bend, gives familiars. 
Decarabia: Virtues of birds and precious stones. Can make what seems like Birds to fly before you. 
Seere: Go and come; and to bring many things to pass quickly, carry things. Tell of theft, hidden treasure, and many other things. Quite good natured, willing. 
Dantalion: Arts and sciences, secret counsels; knows thoughts and can change them. Can cause love, and show the shape of any person, in a vision.
Andromalius: Brings back thieves and stolen goods; discovers and punishes the wicked and underhand. Discovers hidden treasures.
Demonic essences are created in a similar way to the Setim essences. Say "Hail Satan. Hail {{insert name of demon}}.” (make the sign of the horns and send them Setim) “It is my intent that an essence be created for the purpose of {{insert purpose}}. I pray you give it your power, oh demon {{insert name}}. I ask you, if it be your will, to charge this {{insert name of substance}}, by your power and using what energy you wish, and if it helps you, channel your power through me to charge this {{...}}. I ask you to add to this {{...}} those qualities which will accomplish {{insert purpose}}.”

You can also create an essence with the intent of simply experiencing or getting to know a demon or Satan more fully.
Symbol nets
Based on the book 'Crystal doorways' by Sue and Simon Lilly

One possibility for healing or meditation is to surround yourself in a net or grid composed of the symbols. You can test the energy of the symbols by making them out of cardboard, or with strings, or drawing them with chalk, and standing on them. Even these simple tests can produce surprising responses and insights.
To create the nets, you can use stones painted with the symbols. There's no need to use crystals as New Agers do unless you feel drawn to use them.

They're not native to us, not economical, and the mining of them is said to not be environmentally friendly (the economic cost motivates me far more, personally.) You can paint the symbols on the stones using nail polish, or enamel paint. Send the symbols to the stones with your hands before painting.

You may like to place a drop of blood on them (I suggest using a diabetic lancet for pain and damage-free blood offerings) to charge them if you wish.
If you find that stones of a shape and size you are happy with difficult to obtain, you can alternatively make 'stones'/talismans using salt dough.
Salt dough recipe

You will need: 2 cups flour, 1 cup salt, 1 cup water, a teaspoon of vegetable oil.
Mix the dough and mold your shapes. Leave to dry naturally for 48 hours, oven bake at 180F for 4 hours, or microwave for about sixteen minutes, eight on each side. Other recipes say less time, although that's how long they took for me, so keep a close eye on them. This is sufficient dough for eight 'stones.' If you make the stones smaller or thinner, they will need less time.
Summary of the nets

This is a summary of the basic nets based on individual symbols. The function of a symbol’s net is much the same as the function of the symbol itself, but a deeper and more focused method. I summarize them here for ease of reference. Numerous other nets can be devised, by combining the stones as you see fit.

*Brimstone* - The brimstone net is for developing the strength to carry on or to overcome difficult situations, increasing physical energy levels, or to help you make the changes a situation has been sent to you by Satan to assist you in making.

*Serpent or ouroboros* - Balances and calms.

*Inverted cross* - Frees the self, brings a sense of liberation. Mental healing and
freedom.

*Inverted pentagram*- Enjoyment of the world, such as when trying to overcome depression. Puts any different parts of the self in a healthy arrangement and proportion for happiness and adaptability. Can be used to energize a food or goal, or increase the power of a healing. Physical healing.

*Seal of Lucifer*- Protection. Realizing the good you already have, your worth, and gaining positive insights from what you have experienced. For those who have done a dedication, it represents certainty, dedication, discipline, and links you to Satan.

*Black flame*- Burns away obstacles, makes you feel loved, special, and gives direction to your spirituality.

*Heart of the Antichrist*- Helps you see the ultimate future and plan for the universe, increases your awareness of
Satan's plan.

_Heart of hell_- heart of hell connects us to the depths of hell, the people there, and the demons there and around us, giving you a sense of kinship to the universe.

_Eye in the Triangle_- Helps you see the realities of a situation and know how to deal with them,

_Pitchfork/ 666_- spiritual healing, attunement, Brings spiritual helpers, guardians and demons, greater connection to Satan.

_Lightning bolt_- The lightning bolt net is to remove barriers to moving on, to attunements, and to encourage new beliefs and freedom.
Using the nets

Eat decadent food such as chocolate, drink coffee, wine or other alcoholic or caffeinated beverages before, during or after using a symbol net. If you are prone to such things, you may find you have visions if you are in a net. Have a notebook handy to record your thoughts and impressions if you find that helpful or enjoyable, or just relax. You can also place a net for healing, freedom from insomnia or other purposes in your bedroom, around your bed, and sleep in it.
To create a particular net, place all the stones around you, in whatever places seem right to you. I suggest putting the stone representing the symbol whose net you wish to use behind your head, on your heart or some other part of your body, to make it the focus. The other ones you may spread about as you wish. You can also make a net with the intent of two symbols combined, such as brimstone and lightening bolt both placed on the body, with the other stones around you, to break a habit. The only limit to the possible purposes for the nets is your imagination.
Absent healing with nets

To heal someone from a distance using a net, use a link to the person such as a lock of their hair, other bodily item, or something hand-written by them, and place it in the net. You can also try making a sketch of the body, and writing the person's full name, and placing it in the net. You could experiment by putting yourself in a net absently by using this method, perhaps placing the net in a drawer.
Spiritual warfare and self-defence

If someone hurts you or restricts you, be firm and tell them that their action was not ok with you. If you feel anger, that anger is there to warn you, and protect you from further discomfort and danger. The person might well just have not been thinking and might behave if you explain that you were made uncomfortable; or they might not be good for you to have around. You can decide what you won't put up with so that if you experience it you can have pre-arranged via distance Setim. Send Setim to a piece of paper with the specific circumstances you will not tolerate listed on it, such as assault etc, asking that Setim kick in and
initiate the person, sending them what they need to learn.

You can program this for situations that you observe rather than are directly the victim of, too, so as to fight injustice, oppression or violence with Setim when you see it.

Send Satanic healing to your enemies and if people are acting poorly towards you, in order to defend yourself. Remember you are aligned with the will of Satan, and allow him to bring the circumstances of their life into alignment with his will too. You will see signs that he is acting in their lives; some good, some bad. They may have a further role to play in his plan for the universe, or they may not.
Accept his will, and after you've sent them the energy, simply watch what happens to them in the future, sending again whenever you feel it necessary, but don't get obsessed with them, keep your own life full of activities.

You can attune areas and objects within them, to deepen the area's connection to the will of Satan and your safety. Attune your home and any objects in it you wish to protect, or everything you own if you feel guided to do so.

Perhaps bury a copy of a Setim symbol in an area you wish to attune. When an area has been attuned to Satan's will, people who might have transgressed the destiny of the area
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will be loathe to do so, sensing that they will face consequences.

Re-attune areas or objects if you feel they're starting to lose the charge.

Strengthen your own connection to Satan, perhaps some problems you're having with a person or place will fall away, when you've learned what you need to learn from the situation and removed your need for that particular spur for your spiritual development.

To send Setim to the world, you can use a golden globe on which you have stuck an inverted cross, representing Satan's rulership of the earth and the dominance of his will over worldly events. We are warriors for Satan, and approach your spiritual warfare work in that spirit. Onward, Satanic soldiers.
Embody Satan; think “What would Satan do?” Light a candle and declare that you will be as your god, you will be like Satan. Write this on a piece of paper and burn it, to declare your will. Become possessed of his strength. Send Setim to those organizations or people who seek to thwart his will, such as fundamentalist groups. To such groups, the Satanic symbols would be anathema, but every spirit seeks healing. They will not be able to stop themselves taking the healing, but once it enters them the Setim will subvert them from within.

Do only what will advance your success. Contrary to popular myth, Satan is not violent or rebellious for
the sake of it. The basis of Satanism is assertiveness and common sense.

Choose a course of action based on whether it will bring about your will and Satan's will more than another course. Violence, for instance, is not usually worth ending up in prison, so use it only if you genuinely think a court will see it as self-defence, or if you think the situation calls for it to the extent that the act would be worth losing your freedom for.

Assertiveness, on the other hand, often has the possibility of being worth it. It stops you staying with people you don't want to spend your time with, and putting up with treatment you shouldn't take.
Whether this is worth it depends on how much you want to risk in the situation of course, what the stakes are, such as if the person is an employer or landlord, and whether you are unhappy with what's being done to you enough (such as sexual harassment) to make speaking out worth it regardless of possibly loss of security. If you fear for your physical safety or a person has been violent to you, it may not be wise to confront them, and might be better simply to leave.

Rage, anger or depression are triggers for action, they give you the need to bring about change. Going through a difficult time emotionally can also be an
Having gone through it, when you have truly overcome the time of trial, you should be stronger, with a deeper connection to Satan. That process is never finished, there's always further to go.

But Satan is a god of pleasure, so if you're going through a difficult time, be sure to enjoy yourself, safely, as part of your healing process. Food, small amounts of alcohol, music, friendship, and anything else you find enjoyable will help, as will exercise and caring for your health. Take care of yourself in every way. Diet, exercise and hygiene are part of self defence, and also protect you, as you won't appear weak and vulnerable if healthy, so bullies won't target you or unscrupulous
people take advantage of you.

Rituals, suggestions, and a song
Setim receptiveness ritual

This is a ritual to enable you to allow the Setim energy and Satan to work with you more fully, removing any blockages to receiving the energy, helping you move on in your life and overcome problems more easily and successfully.

On a piece of paper write down everyone and everything you miss. Use Setim on your heart and say 'I ask Satan and his immanations to bring me to contentment in the present.'

Write everything you feel victimized about. Use Setim on your heart, say 'I ask Satan to rid me of victimization, to help me defend myself, vindicate me,
and ensure I come to terms with what I've endured.'

Write everything you feel deprived of that you desire. Use Setim on your heart and say 'I ask Satan and Setim to help bring my desires in line with Satan's will, heed my requests or help me see what will truly bring me happiness and help me bring it about.'

Write down everything you feel worried about facing. Use Setim on your heart and say 'I ask Satan and Setim to give me courage and strength, to make me less shaken by difficult circumstances, and to remove those future hazards from me that can be removed in accordance with His Will.'

Burn the paper, with the Brimstone symbol drawn upon it.
The principles of Setim
(this is based on the principles of Seichim some teachers of it give, but aligned to be in accordance with Satanism/Setim. If you don't find some of the principles agreeable then feel free to ignore them.)

- I assert that I live in the everyday world, and I am where Satan wills me to be now.

- My growth and learning are partly my responsibility; I must accept the challenges and gifts with which Satan presents me, to see the reality of the world with common sense, scepticism
and assertiveness.

- Satan is at work giving me numerous pleasant experiences, which I can take time to enjoy and appreciate.

- I have a black flame which leads to my connection with Satan and inspires my worship, the form it should take and how I feel I should live in accordance with Satan. I am somewhat special because I have been chosen to have this relationship with him.

- It is all part of the plan Satan has to develop me.

- I will focus on my own
path rather than excessively on that of others.

- I accept the plan of Satan and thank him for his aid.

- I deserve the gifts Satan intends for me, so I assert I am ready for them now, with his support.

- I am open to recognize the work or presence of Satan when I see it or feel it.

- I am one with the black flame and am open to receiving its guidance now.
• *I give thanks for being given Setim, the immanation of Set/Satan. I ask for guidance, and pledge always to try and discern His Will and use Setim in accordance with it.*

**Dedication rite**

The idea of some people making a pact may derive from Isaiah 28:15 'We have made a treaty with death and signed a pact with Sheol (*the underworld or Sekhem): so that, when the raging flood sweeps by it shall not touch us."

What current Satanists often refer to as a dedication ritual, in the past was more often known as a pact with the devil, or selling your soul to the devil. Signers
of pacts were sometimes sorcerers who instead of worshipping the devil, just wanted his power, in the hope that it would help them achieve fame, wealth, or magical abilities. This would have to be altered slightly for the Theistic Satanist, as we worship rather than use or command Satan.

Satan himself promises in the bible that all the world can be Jesus', if he will fall down and worship him. Unlike the LaVeyan idea that Satan would not want us to fall down or worship him, this episode shows that Satan wishes us to bow down in order for a pact to be fully forged, in my opinion, and that this could be useful to have as part of the rite. He is also happy to grant us material wealth, and this phrase may be used as it expresses his will.

Here is an example of a dedication rite
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which theistic Satanists can use to enhance their relationship with Satan, when they are ready to commit to him, with or without a formal rejection of Jehovah. You may omit that part if you prefer to focus solely on your relationship with Satan for the moment. The rite is based on an acceptance of the temptations offered to Jesus by Satan.

You will need-

- Indulgent food and drink such as champagne or sparkling wine, and chocolates.

- A diabetic lancet and pen (available in all good chemists.)

- A pen for writing.
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- A piece of paper.

- Music, candles and incense if you wish, to set the mood.

- A necklace, ring or other adornment if you feel the need for it, to become a sign of your dedication, this needn't be obviously Satanic unless you're happy with that.

Light your incense and set up any other accessories you are using. Eat some of the food and drink, instead of fasting as Jesus did in the bible.

Write out the bold text below on a piece of paper. When you have finished writing, read it out, performing the actions given in italics.

“If I had the ability and needed to
eat I would have no qualm about using spiritual or worldly power to make bread for myself out of a stone, against the will of Jehovah and other gods. I will do anything within my power to help myself. I will test every belief, established religion or creed to see if it adheres to common sense and promotes health and well-being.

I have tested Christianity (or your previous religion) and found it wanting, hence I spit upon the cross (or write your intended act of blasphemy.) (do this or whichever act of blasphemy you wish to make.)

Oh Satan, I fall down and worship you, (fall to the floor) Lord of this world, and accept anything you
wish to give. I ask you never again to leave me.”

Prick your finger with a lancet. Sign the pact with your full name, doing as much in blood as you wish. The use of blood is symbolic, so it doesn't matter if you can only obtain a drop, though some people like to write it all in blood. Finish it off with the pen if needed. Say “Hail Satan” and make the sign of the horns to welcome him.

Offer any ring or necklace which you've set by to Satan. Say that you will wear it as a reminder of your dedication.

If you like, you can sit for a while in contemplation, and/or continue your feast and celebratory activities. Keep the pact somewhere safe so you can remind yourself of what you
My Dark Lord

This is a song to be sung to the tune of “My Sweet Lord” by George Harrison. Who said Christians have a monopoly on cheesy music or hymns of praise? So get some lighters to sway, or shake a tambourine, and have a good evangelical Satanist sing along.
My dark lord
Hm, my lord
Hm, my lord
I really want to call you
Really want to fall to you
Really want to call you lord
For your power's so strong, my lord

My dark lord
Hm, my lord
Hm, my lord
I really want to wine you
Really want to dine with you
Really want to sign lord
To a pact so strong, my lord
(Hail Satan)

My dark lord (Hail Satan)
Hm, my lord (Hail to Set)
My dark lord (Roaring Lion)

I really want to call you
Really want to call you
Really want to call you, lord
Really want to call you, lord
For your power's so strong, my lord
(Hail Baphomet)

My dark lord (Hail Iblis)
Hm, my lord (Azazel)
My, my, my lord (Hail Samael)
I really want to wine you (Ruler of hell)
Really want to dine with you (Hail Devil)
Really want to sign lord (aaah)
To a pact so strong, my lord (Prince that shall come)

Hmm (Prince of the air)
My dark lord (Hail Satan)
My, my, lord (Ruler of darkness)

Hm, my lord (Father of lies)
My, my, my lord (Ave Satan)
Oh hm, my dark lord (Hail to the Beast)
Oh-uuh-uh (Ave, ave)
Now, I really want to call you (Ave Dragon)
Really want to fall to you (King
of the Pit) 
Really want to call you lord 
(aaah) 
For your power's so strong, my lord (Angel of Light) 

Hm, my lord (Hail Satan) 
My, my, my lord (God of this age) 
My dark lord (Serpent of Old) 
My dark lord (Hail Tempter) 
My lord (Ave, ave) 
Hm, hm (Lord of this world) 
Hm, hm (Hail Abbadon) 
Hm, hm (Hail BeelzeBub) 
Hm, hm (Hail Evil One) 

My dark lord (Hail Lucifer) 
My dark lord (Leviathan) 
My, my, my lord (Antichristos) 
My, my, my, my lord (Hail Lawless One) 
My dark lord (King of demons)
Final consideration for the depraved

For most Satanists this isn't really depraved, I just wanted to end by asking you to consider the possibility that the black flame at the heart of you
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is not in your chest but in the loins, and that the sending of a healing can be brought to a conclusion with an orgasm. It's up to an individual's temperament and inclination whether they want to work in this way on occasion, but it's not essential to the system.